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ABSTRACT
The objectives ofthis project is to compare various method of bearing
capacity determination (analytical method, numerical method andpile loadtest)as well
as to back calculate soil parameters based on pile load test results.
Basically the mainproblem is how to derive the parameters from the early
stages of construction inorderto maximize benefits. Besides that through load test
resultswhat parameters controlthe results fromthe actual on-site results can be found.
How much load isactually transferred to thepile will befound outand tryto work out
through it with this testby analytical methods onwhat empirical formula to bebased.
The scope of study includes studying all pile test results along with the
parameters which altersthe result of eachas wellas to analyse the results by the
analytical method through failing anactual piletest andthencomparing the actual
values withthe onebeinggenerated bythe test values. Otherscopes would include find
out the parameters that are themost important and tryto reduce some of it through the
numerical methods.
The methodology of the project would include to firstly, collecting and
summarized all soil data pertaining to the site and characterize soil layering system
along the track. Secondly, collect all pile test results and characterize response of pile
load tests. Thirdly, reduce thenumber of parameters thatarebeing considered so that the
analysis will not be too complicated. Fourthly, calculate ultimate pile capacity based on
analytical method, numerical method and pile load test results .Fifthly back calculate
soil parameters based onpile load test results and lastly analyse andsynthesize results as
well as draw conclusions.
The findings that coincide with the projectare the Load Settlement Curve which
coincides withthe PileDynamic Analysis and the Maintained LoadTest results can be
used to becompared with theresults from thepile which has failed. Besides that,
through thedeflection of thecurve, one isable to know the parameters that are involved
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in determining the curve's shape and whether it complies with the theoretical curve. The
last finding would be that every pile has different soil characteristics which may increase
or decrease the pile's BearingCapacity.
Keywords for this project would include Bearing Capacity, Bored Piles, Pile
Load Tests, Soil Investigations, and Cone Penetration Tests.
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1.1 Background of Study
Kereta Api Tanah Melayu (KTM) is in the process of upgrading Sentul to
Batu Cave line from single track into double tracks. Therefore in collaboration with
Syarikat Pembenaan Yeoh Tiong Lay, data would be obtained to complete the FYP
title of Comparison between ultimate pile capacity of bored piles determined using
analytical method, numerical method and pile load test along the Sentul - Batu Cave
Double Track Project. An important factor in this research is the ability topredict the
Ultimate Bearing Capacity of Bored Piles that will be obtained for future references
towards other companies.
1.2 Problem Statement
Kereta Api Tanah Melayu (KTM) is in the process of upgrading Sentul to
Batu Cave line from single track into double track. The scope of the work includes
survey and investigation (SID), construction of bridges over the track, soil
improvement and embankment, and ballast construction. SID includes field test
(CPTu and Macintosh Test), disturbed and undisturbed sampling followed with
laboratory tests.
The bridges are founded on foundation bored piles with diameters ranging
from 800 to 1200 mm. The piles are also subjected to a series of tests which include
Maintained Load Test, Dynamic Loading Test, Statnamic Test and Pile Dynamic
Analysis (PDA) Test. Certain criterias such as the maximum displacement under
twice of the working load and maximum residual displacement have been used asthe
acceptance criteria for the pile.
1.2.1 Problem Identification
Basically the problem is that normally, it is hard to predict the Bearing
Capacity of Bored Piles while designing them. This is because Bored Piles are
designed normally according to soil strength as well as Rock Quality Designation
(RQD). These two variables are normally very unpredictable as Soil Investigation
(SI) can only give limited information and it is not encouraged to do too many Si's
as itmay be too costly and only companies which are capable financially can attempt
to do so.
1.2.2 Significance of Project
The significance ofthis project is that in the future, companies that do piling
would be able to refer to this project as a benchmark and be able to design their piles
with the data that is founded in this project. Companies as well as universities would
be able to use this research to update the uncertainties when dealing with soil or
limestone areasandbe able to design pileswith lesserFactorof Safety.
Failure to design the proper bearing capacity will cause lots of pile settlement
cases which will be a huge problem if not taken seriously. Bridges and structures
may experience failures and in the worse case the structures may collapse. By taking
around 10 samples, it is a fact that the soil in the areas is not homogeneous even
through a short distance. Therefore it is important to know how to deal with it and
learn form the response.
1,3 Objectives and scope of study
The objectives of this work are to compare various method of bearing
capacity determination (analytical method, numerical method and pile load test), and
to backcalculate soilparameters basedon pile loadtest results.
The scopes of studies involved would be on towards the various pile tests
which include the maintained load test, dynamic loading test, statnamic test, Pile
Integrity Test and PDA test. All results are to be provided first hand by Syarikat
Pembenaan Yeoh Tiong Lay. The analytical method would be based on theanalyzing
of the results obtained while the numerical method would be based on formulas
being formulated in books and journals with alterations according to on-site
conditions.
1.3.1 Relevancy of Project
This project is relevant to the study of Foundation and Earth Structures as
well as the study of underground soil structures. This project is also relevant to the
recent constructions where people are paying more attention to the foundation of the
buildings. This is due to the fact that earthquake aftershocks from neighbouring
countries are affecting our country by a larger scale every time it occurs. The project
is also relevant to recent studies where the soil hardness is not considered as much as
the rock quality underground this is because the soil situation underground is very
hardto estimate andwith the pile sitting on top of rocks willbe more safe.
1.3.2 Feasibility of Project Within
The project is feasible as it utilizes a program called Plaxis and analyzes the
data which can be obtained from the existing projects from the Sentul- Batu Caves
Double Tracking Project. But before using the Plaxis software, one must use the
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and the Grapher software to input figures from Soil
Investigations to know the SPT values and to obtain the graph that will bedeveloped
bythe Maintained Load Test results. This project is low in cost for analysis and reaps
in huge benefits for the future.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW/THEORY
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW/ THEORY
2.1 Literature Review
Problems relating to deep bored piling and their aftereffects on surrounding
structures and soil situations are constantly increasing due to the rapid urban growth
and the needto buildhigh-rise structures. Different methods are usedto calculate and
estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of a certain bored pile. This literature review
discusses the definition of bored piles and dynamic load testing, geotechnical design
of bored piles, the Davisson's Criterion onthe ultimate bearing capacity, the methods
used as well as the achievements expected.
2.1.1 Drilled Piles/ Bored Piles
According toMcVay(1992), drilled piles orBored Piles are also called drilled
piersor Cast-in-drilled-hole piles (CIDH piles).
Rotary boring techniques offer larger diameter piles than any other piling
method andpermit pileconstruction through particularly dense or hard strata.
Construction methods depend on the geology of the site. In particular, whether
boring is tobe undertaken in 'dry' ground conditions or through water-logged but
stable strata for example wet boring.
Hussein et. all (1991) said thatdryboring methods employ theuseof a
temporary casing to seal thepilebore through water-bearing or unstable strata
overlying suitable stable material. Upon reaching the design depth, a reinforcing cage
is introduced; concrete is poured in the boreand brought up to the required level. The
casing can be withdrawn or left in situ.
Wet boring also employs a temporary casing through unstable ground and is
used when the pilebore cannot be sealed against water ingress. Boring is then
undertaken using a digging bucket to drill through the underlying soils to design
depth. The reinforcing cage is lowered into the bore and concrete is placed by
tremmie pipe, following which, extraction of the temporary casing takes place.
In some cases there maybe a needto employ drilling fluids (such as
bentonite suspension) inorder to maintain a stable shaft. Rotary auger piles are
available in diameters from 350 mm to 2400 mm and using these techniques, pile
lengths of beyond 50 meters canbe achieved.
2.1.2 Dynamic load testing
Fellenius (1980) stated that dynamic load testing is a fast and effective
method ofassessing foundation bearing capacity that requires instrumenting a deep
foundation with accelerometers and strain transducers and analyzing data collected
by these sensors. Examples for Dynamic load testing include the Pile Dynamic
Analysis and the Maintained Load Test.
The procedure isbased onthe Case Method ofpile testing and is standardized
by ASTM D4945-00 Standard Test Method for High Strain Dynamic Testing of
Piles. It may beperformed ondriven piles, drilled shafts andother castin place
foundations. In addition to bearing capacity, Dynamic LoadTesting gives
information on resistance distribution (shaft resistance and end bearing) and
evaluates the shapeand integrityof the foundation element.
Thefoundation bearing capacity results obtained with dynamic load tests
correlatewell with the results of static load tests performedon the same foundation
element.
Eddie et. all (1990) made a fact that the static bearing capability of a pile is
limited by either the structural strength of the pile shaft or the capacity of the
supporting soils. Pile structural capacity is limited by allowable pile stresses which
are basedon material properties and building coderequirements. The capacity of the
pile-soil system may be evaluated by static analysis taking into account soil strength
parameters derived from both in-situ and laboratory geotechnical test methods.
Various analytical procedures have been described in the soil mechanics literature.
However, static analysis is considered preliminary and must be supported by
additional field tests in most cases. Static load testing, which consists of applying
loads of known magnitude to the pile top and measuring corresponding pile
movement, or dynamic measurements and analyses of pile force andmotion records
during impact of a falling mass are generally used to evaluate deep foundation
elements for axial static bearing capacity.
During the course of the project, the bearing capacity for the design ofpile
socket lengths isbased onthe calculations used byVE Consult who were the
consultants being hired for the project. Besides the VE Consult's method, there are
two othermethodswhichare being appliedfor the analysis which are Bauer's
Method as well as the Gue & Partners Method.
2.2 Theory
2.2.1 Geotechnical design of Bored Piles
2.2.1.1 VE Consult's Calculation
According to VE(2006), when limestone wasencountered, the soil layer
aboveand the contribution from the base are ignored. In this case it would mean the
skinfriction for soil andthe end bearing provided by rock. Socketing length into rock
willprovide the geotechnical capacity of the pile.






Fs= Factor of safety for skin friction
= 1.5
Qs= Shaft friction resistance
qu = Unconfined compressive strength ofrock orconcrete whichever is lower
Table 2.1: Unconfined compressive strength of rock





A sample of calculations using VE's calculation will be inserted in the
Appendix C section.
2.2.1.2 Bauer (M) Sdn. Bhd.'s Calculation
The anticipated geotechnical capacity of thepiles will be estimated based on the
following:
a) For compression piles
The safety factor to be adopted forunitskinfriction will be 2.0and3.0for
end bearing.
The majority of thepile in this location will be terminated into limestone
bedrock except at certain piers where the piles will be terminating in stiffsoil.
Piles Embedded in Limestone Bedrock




Qaii = design allowable pile working load
qs =allowable skin friction (kN/m2)
As = area of shaft under consideration (m )
Ab = cross sectional area ofpile (m )
L = pile length under consideration (m)
qb = Allowable baseresistance or endbearing (kN/m )
All the piles will be terminated and socketted into competent limestone bedrock.
Unit Skin Friction & Base Resistance
Due to the highly variable rock qualities ofthe limestone bedrock obtained on
site during probing works at each pile position, 4 general criterias have been defined
to establish the rocksocket length to be usedfor construction.
The unconfined compressive strength of the limestone bedrock in all cases
shallnot be less than 25 N/ram2.
Criteria 1
Condition
• Where limestone bedrockexists continuously for 10pile diameteror 12m
(whichever greater) with a rock mass ofRQD 0% to 5 %and isnot located at
the topedgeor sides of a limestone cliff.
• Piles to be terminated at top edge or sides of limestone cliff (where the slope
ofthecliffis>60 D)
Socketting Criteria
• Piles to be terminated at competent limestone rock withsame quality rock
mass extending continuously for 10 pile diameter or 12m (whichever greater)
• For pile located at steep limestone cliff, along each section, the deeper piles
shall be constructed first before proceedingto shallowerpiles.
• Insteep limestone cliff, no piles shall be terminated inoverhang bedrock.
• The proposed allowable geotechnical parameters to beadopted are as follow:
Compression (kN/m)
Allowable shaft resistant => qsaii = 275
Allowable base resistant => qbaii = 0
Table 2.2: Minimum rock socketting length provided for Criteria 1:
Pile Diameter (mm) Working Load (kN) Minimum rock socketting
provided (m) / (Pile
diameter)
Compression Fsan = 275kN/mz






• Where piles areto be terminated in limestone with RQD = 5%to 25% at its
socketting length.
Socketting Criteria
• Piles to be terminated at competentlimestone rock with same qualityrock
massextending continuously for 9 pile diameter or 10m (whichever greater)
• The proposed allowable geotechnical parameters to be adopted areas follow:
Allowable shaft resistant => qsaii






Table 2.3: Minimum rock socketting length provided for Criteria 2:
Pile Diameter (mm) Working Load (kN) Minimum rock socketting
provided (m) / (Pile
diameter)
Compression Fsaii = 300kN/m2






• Where continuous limestone withRQD = 25%to 50%exists to a depthof 6
pilediameter or 8m (whichever is greater)
Socketting Criteria
• The proposed allowable geotechnical parameters to be adopted are as follow:
Compression (kN/m )
Allowable shaft resistant => qSall 500
Allowable base resistant => qbaii 3000
Table 2.4: Minimum rock socketting length provided for Criteria 3:
Pile Diameter (mm) Working Load (kN) Minimum rock socketting
provided (m) / (Pile
diameter)







• Where continuous limestone bedrock with RQD > 50% exists to a depth of 6
pilediameter or 8m (whichever is greater)
Socketting Criteria
• The proposed allowable geotechnical parameters to be adopted are as follow:
Compression (kN/m )
Allowable shaft resistant => qsaii 500
Allowable base resistant => qbaii 5000
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Table 2.5: Minimum rock socketting length provided for Criteria 4:
Pile Diameter (mm) Working Load (kN) Minimum rock socketting
provided (m) / (Pile
diameter)





As stated in criterias one to four, if the slope of the limestone cliffbetween
two pile/probe points encountered isgreater than 60°, the piles at the top ofthe cliff
or at the sideof the steep slope willbe socketted using Criteria CI as mentioned
earlier. If it can be established that the piles at the top of the cliff is located a
minimum of 3pilediameter away from the commencement point of the steep slope,
this criteria will not be applicable.
All the abovecriteriaswith the corresponding socketting length are
summarized in Table 2.6 for ease of reference.
Table 2.6: Bored pile Socketting Schedule






D= 1500mm D = 1000mm




1 0 to 5 %
Limestone
Cliff > 60°
275 0 6.0/4D 6.0/6D 5.0/5D
2 5 to 25% 300 10% ofWL 4.5/3D 5.0/5D 4.0/4D
3 25 to 50 % 500 3000 2.25/1.5D 2.0/2D 1.5/1.5D
4 50 to 100% 500 5000 1.5/1D 1.0/1D 1.0/1D
Note:
a) In the above mentioned case, if there is no competent rockbelow thepile toe
the length of the socket willbe revised on pile to pilebasis.
b) In case of suspended rock layers without competent characters, the layers
shouldbe drilled throughand socket in competent rock layers.
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c) The unconfined compressive strength for all*the cases above shall not be less
than 25 N/mm2.
Founding of Piles in Competent Limestone Bedrock
Bauer (2000) reported that inall cases for piles terminating into limestone
bedrock, the philosophy of our proposal is to found/embed the pilesintocompetent
limestone bedrock extending through incompetent rock layers and cavities if
necessary. Competent bedrock is defined as rocks with a continuous rockmass
extending below the bored piletoe level to thedepth as defined in the4 criterias
earlier.
To ascertain the final pile length or founding depthof the boredpile, probe
holes will be conducted in each pile location in advance.
Piles Terminating in Stiff Soil
Pile Embedded In Soil




Qaii = design allowable pile workingload
qsaii =allowable skin friction (kN/m2)
qbaii = Allowable base resistance (kN/m )
As = area of shaft under consideration (m )
Ab = cross sectional area ofpile (m )
L = pile length under consideration (m)
Table 2.7: Allowable Skin Friction (qsan) And Allowable Base Resistance (qbaii)
SPT(N) qsaii (kN/m2) qball (kN/m2)
ForO <N<10 0 0
10 <3SE < 20 25 0
20 <N<30 35 0
30 <N<40 50 0
40 <N <50 60 0
>50 75 0
> 100 125 0
12
> 150 175 0
>200 250 0
A sample of calculations using Bauer's calculation will be inserted in the
Appendix C section.
2.2.1.3 Gue & Partners Sdn. Bhd.'s Calculation
Tan et al. (2003) stated that the three major rock formations, namely
sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks, are commonly encountered in
Malaysia. When designing structures over these formations using bored pile, the
design approaches could vary significantly depending onthe formations and the local
experience established on a particularformation.
Generally, thedesign rock socket friction is thefunction of surface roughness
of rock socket, unconfined compressive strength of intact rock, confining stiffness
around the socket in relation to fractures of rock mass and socket diameter, and the
geometry ratio of socketlength-to-diameter.
Roughness is important factor in rock socket piledesign as ithas significant
effect on the normal contact stress at the socket interface during shearing. The
normal contact stress increases due to dilation resulting increase of socket friction.
The level of dilationis mostlygovernedby the socketroughness.
The second factor on the intact rock strength governs the ability of the
irregular asperity of the socket interface transferring the shear force, otherwise
shearing through the irregular asperity willoccurdue to highly concentrated shear
forces from the socket.
Thethird factor will govern the overall performance of strength and stiffness
of the rocksocket in jointedor fractured rock mass and the last factor is controlled
bythe profile of socket friction distribution. It is very complicated to quantify all
these aspects in the rock socketpile design.
13







Qaii = design allowable pile working load
qb = Allowable base resistance (kPa)
Ab = cross sectional area ofpile (m2)
Fs = Factor of Safety
-2
Table 2.8 Summary of Rock Socket Friction Design Values
Rock Formation Working Rock Socket Friction* Source
Limestone 300kPaforRQD<25%
600 kPa for RQD = 25-70%
1000 kPA for RQD > 70%
The above design values are subject to 0.05 X
minimum value of (quc, feu) whichever is
smaller
Neoh(1998)
Sandstone 0.10 Xquc Thome (1977)
Shale 0.05 X quc Thome (1977)
Granite 1000-1500 kPa for quc > 30N/mm2 -
A sample of calculations using Gue's calculation willbe inserted in the
Appendix C section.
2.2.2 Davisson's Criterion
Serrano et. all (2002) stated that the term 'Ultimate bearing capacity' is said
to be the root towards obtaining the certain parameters needed to determine the
function ability of the analysis.
Pariseau (2003) described that the Davisson'sCriterion willbe usedto obtain
the settlement of the pile according to the total load which is being maintainedon the
14
pileat the certain moment. The settlement obtained is used to graph outa line which
may andmaynot intersect with the Load versus Settlement Curve from Maintained
Load Test results. If there is an intersection point then the UltimateBearing
Capacity, Pu can be obtained.
The Formulae for obtaining the settlement value by Davisson's Criterionis as
below:
PL




Settlement, x =4 + , mm
120
B = pile diameter, mm
P = Load,kN
L - Length ofpile, m
A - Cross Sectional area ofpile, m
E = Modulus of Elasticity ofpile
jEconcre^Api^(Este^Asle^BarNos)\
Api!e +{Asteei*BarNos)
Econcrete - Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete
=4700^
fcu = Characteristic Strength of Concrete ,N/mm
Apiie = Cross Sectional Areaof Pile, m
Egteei - Modulus of Elasticity of Steel, MPa
Asteei = Cross Sectional Area of Steel Bars, m




During the duration of the project, a few things will be looked into and given
more attention towards analyzing the terms and parameters involved in building up
towards the reduction ofparameters as well as to provide a more accurate assumption
of the project.
The methods that were used to do the analysis would be to first collect as
much data as possible from the site andthen inputting thedata into Microsoft Excel
Spreadsheets to see the graphs that can be obtained from the results of Soil
Investigation and Pile Load Tests such as the Maintained Load Test and Pile
Dynamic Analysis Tests. By using the Davisson's Criterion, the Ultimate Bearing
Capacity, Pu value can beobtained through the intersection point between the load
cycle and the Davisson's line. And with the Ultimate Bearing Capacity a graph
showing the difference between VE and Bauer's method can be obatined.
A section will be dedicated on the methods used to calculate the pile bearing
capacity for the design of the piles. The methods used for the design ofpiles will be
based on VE consults method as well as Bauer's method. The methods will be
compared in order to determine which method is more feasible in terms of money,
time and safety.
After that, an overall review of the results and graphs will be studiedand the
unwanted parameters or the parameters which arenot thataccurate will be cutout
from the analysis later. This method is only applicable if an abundance of data is
available so that the analysis latercanbe more accurate by onlychoosing partsof the
data that are more applicable.
Once the parametersthat are to be used for analysisare set, these parameters
areto be inputted into thePlaxis Software to obtain an analysis for the project. The
Plaxis software which can be used to do the back analysis for the project as well as
the prediction for the soil and rockbearing capacity which will laterbe usedto
compare with the realtime results to know whether the analysis canbe trusted. It can
alsobe done if the parent company in this case SPYTL would orderformorepile
loadtests and loadat leastoneof the piles to failure to know the Ultimate loadwhich
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canbe achieved bythe piles. That value would then beconsidered asthe benchmark
to the calclations.
2.2.4 Achievements Expected
Among theachievements which areexpected in thisproject, the first one
would be obtained after the collection of data would be a very huge supply of data
which canbe analyzed one by one andthenby doing so the more useful and accurate
data andparameters willbe picked out to do further analyses.
Thenextachievement from the pickedoutparameters would be the ability to
obtainthe backanalyses to predict the soil androckbearing capacity so that a
successful comparison can bemade. If the difference from comparison is too high
that would mean the parameters being considered maybe wrong andthe analyses
have to be redone.
The third achievement that is expected would be in the future, companies that
do piling would be able to refer to this project as a benchmark and be able to design
their piles with the data that is founded in this project. Companies as well as
universities would be able to use this research to update the uncertainties when





3.0 METHODOLOGY/ PROJECT WORK
3.1 Methodology
The methodology of the project is divided into a five stages.
The first stage mainly consists of the job of collecting and summarizing all
soil data pertaining to the site. After that is done the soil layering system along the
track has to be characterized.
Once the first stage is done, the second stage will commence with collecting
allpile test results and then later characterize the response ofallpile load tests.
With that, the third stage is reached. During this stage, the analyzer has to
reduce the number of parameters that are being considered so that the analysis will
not be too complicated.
Once thatpart is done, the analyzer will start with the fourth stage where the
ultimate pile capacity based on analytical method, numerical method and pile load
test results has to be calculated.
Lastly, the fifth stage shall consist of back calculating the soil parameters
based on pile load test results. Back calculation can be done by either the Plaxis
Analysis or by increasing the pile load test cases and if possible to load them until
pile failure. After that is done the results have to be analysed and synthesize.
Conclusions will then be drawn from that point.
3.2 Tools/Equipment Required
The tools and equipment which are required in this Final Year Project are a
Windows based PC together with the programs such as Microsoft Office and Plaxis
which is used to analyse the data obtained from the site, equipment needed basically
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would be data from on site results as well as from the internet and other references.
Microsoft Office programs include Microsoft Word used to type reports, Microsoft
Excel to draw graphs and rearranging of data and Microsoft Visio to draw sketches
as well as limestone profiles. The Grapher software which is a useful tool to plot the
graphs is also utilised in this project to produce the graphs for the SPT N-values,
RQD and Load Test graphs.
3.3 Background of Project
Thebasicmethodology of this final yearprojectis to obtainsufficient
information to be able to redesign pilebearing capacities by using a newtypeof
calculation method where onlycertain parameters which are considered as important
to the analysis are only taken into consideration. The main aim of the project is tobe
able to compare various method ofbearing capacity determination (analytical
method, numerical method andpileload test) aswell as to backcalculate soil
parameters basedon pile loadtest results.
This Final Year Project is based ona ongoing project for thecompany of
Syarikat Pembenaan Yeoh Tiong Lay. The Project name is the Sentul- Batu Caves
Double Track Project. Basically this project is in collaboration with Keretapi Tanah
Melayu together with Syarikat Pembenaan Yeoh Tiong Lay and the objective ofthis
project is tobuild anelectrified double track along Sentul toBatu Caves. The
existing track that is already built will be removed and replaced with a new setof
tracks.
In orderto estimate the project budget, preliminary Soil Investigations were
done to estimate the rough costsas well as the improvements that are to be madeto
accommodate the new track as well as to ensure the safety of the public is ensured.
As an effect, it is decidedthat the soil alongside the trackswill be strengthen to at
least 4 meters under Ground Level with the Surface Vibratory Compaction method
and 5extra bridges for vehicles will bebuilt along the roads which have level
crossings originally to ensure that the traffic situation is maintained as before.
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The whole of thisproject willbasedon findings on the Soil Investigation
results done forBridge No. 3 orbetter known as theBatu Village Crossing for those
involved in theproject. It is decided thata total of 12piers willbe constructed
inclusive of 2 abutments and that a total of 83 piles are to be bored using Bored Pile
machines. Thepileswillbe designed using VE Consults method and it would be
designed through 3 different pilediameters which range from 800mm diameter piles
to 1200mm diameter piles and also designed according to 4 different working loads
which range from 3000kN to 7500 kN.
3.3.1 Soil Condition
The soil conditionof the site is mainly made out of either sand of clay and the
original calculation which isbased onthe rock quality designation in the site is
mostly made out of limestones. The soil condition onthe site is bad as it ismostly
made outof soil with a very lowN-value normally ranging from 0 to 10. This N-
value is too low and cannot be taken into consideration normally for the calculation
of pile depth as wellas the socket length required.
The clayeyslit situationdoes not help in producing good rock for higher
Rock Quality Designation values, as a matter a fact it simply means that an
underground river flowing with groundwater exists as from the rock samples which
areretrieved from Soil Investigations it is found that the rocks are mostly deformed
and slightly fractured rock. The rock surfaces are normally smooth which indicates
that the rockhas been slowly eroded by a constant flow of water. Therefore this
situation results in the infiltration of slit and clay into the cavity areas.
From the analysis of the soil situation for the BatuVillage site, it is found that
normally for the depth of 0 to 10meters the soil consists of eithersiltyor sandy
materialwhich is normallymixed with gravels. This is due to the fact that the site
was anex-mining area andthe soil on the top surface isnormally backfill material
and construction debris. For the depth of 10to 20 meters the soil type changes in
eithersilt or clayor the mixture of both. This is because the soilhere is near the
limestone rock levels and the area here is normally an empty space which is created
through the erosion by a constant flow of groundwater. As for the depthfor 20
20
meters and lower, this level is usually dominated by limestone rocks ranging from
the whitishgrey colour to the yellowishbrown colour.
3.3.2 Pile Loading Test
Piletesting traditionally has meantthe application of a static loadtest and the
measurement of the resulting piletopmovement. The failure load is defined as the
loadwhichcauses excessive pilemovement. Various definitions exist for the
excessive pile set.
Forhigh capacity often a prooftestto a certain load level is conducted when
it is too expensive to load the piles to failure. This type ofpile testing is expensive,
time consuming, and in some case physically impossible to perform. Because of
these restraints, onlya few piles are tested on largerprojects, andperhaps none on
smaller jobs. Inmany instances, information obtained from onlyone loading test is
used to judge the rest of the piles in a foundation.
Evenunderverywell controlled conditions, the evaluation of piles for
ultimate capacity based on static tests caneasily contain errors of 10% or 20%
relative to the true value.
CAPWAP (the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program) is a procedure which
allows the computation of soil resistance forces andtheir distribution, along with
other dynamic soil parameters from measured pile top force and velocity histories
during a hammer blow.
3.4 Hazards Analysis
It is found out that throughout the wholeprocess of the project, there would
be two major safety concerns which arecomputer ergonomics andelectrocution
shock. Computer ergonomics is a factor as the project is mainly basedon computer
workthrough analysis done by a specific program. Electrocution shockhowever




Marmaras, N., Poulakakis, G. and Papakostopoulos, V. (1999) said that
ergonomics orhuman factors are the application ofscientific information concerning
objects, systems and environment for human use. Ergonomics is commonly thought
ofas how companies design tasks and work areas tomaximize the efficiency and
quality oftheir employees' work. However, ergonomics comes into everything
which involves people. Work systems, sports and leisure, health and safety should all
embody ergonomics principles if welldesigned.
A few conditions need to be satisfied beforehand to solve the ergonomics
problem which is being faced inthis project. Firstly, the head and body ofthe user
should be straight with the shoulders relaxed. Secondly, the top level of text should
be at the same level as theeyes of theuser. Thirdly, the upper arms should be
vertical, the elbows areclosed to the body andtheforearms should be horizontal.
Fourthly, the fingers should berelaxed with the wrists at a neutral position. Fifthly,
thework surface is to be adjusted to the elbow level. Sixthly, thebackrest should be
adjusted to the lumbar section ofthe spine. Seventhly, the chair height should allow
adequate legclearance and should maintain the keyboard orworkstation atelbow
level. And lastly, the feet should rest firmly onthe ground or supported ona footrest.
3.4.2 Electrocution Shock
According to Folliot, Dominigue (1998) an electric shockcanoccurupon
contact ofa human's body with any source of voltage high enough to cause sufficient
current flow through the muscles or hair. The minimum current a human can feel is
thought to be about 1milliampere (mA). The current maycause tissue damage or
fibrillation if it is sufficiently high. Deathcaused by an electric shockis referred to as
electrocution.
The shock effects can be divided into five kinds which are: psychological,
bums,ventricular fibrillation, neurological effects andarc-flash hazards. Therefore, it
is recommended thatcertain precautions such as thenonusage of faulty appliances
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and the checking of the workability of the fuses should be done. A tablebasedon the
effects ofelectrocution is constructed below:










power (watts) Physiological effect
0.001 A 10V IV 0.01 w
Threshold of feeling an electric shock,
pain
0.005 A 50 V 5V 0.25 W
Maximum current which would be
harmless
0.01-0.02 A 100-200 V 10-20 V 1-4 W
Sustained muscular contraction. "Cannot
let go" current.






100-300 V 100-900W Ventricular fibrillation. Can be fatal.
6A 60,000 V 6,000 V 400,000 W
Sustained ventricular contraction
followed by normal heart rhythm.






4.0 RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Results of Analysis on Pile SPT and RQD values
Graph ofDepth vs SPTN-value BH2-03-03 Graph of Depth vs SPTN-value BH2-03-04
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Graph 4.1 & 4.2: SPT Plot for BH2-03-03 and BH2-03-04
For all the results shown in this section, it is to be stated that only the more
critical situations are being discussed as there are too many results. The extra results
will be attached in the Appendix A section.
As seen from graphs 4.1 and 4.2, the results of the pile Standard Penetration
Test results clearly state that the hit rock level for the piles are around 10 to 12
meters and that the SPT N-values are lower than 25. This means that the soil that is
surrounding the site is not strong enough to allow the Bored Piles to be located
within soil. Pile bearing capacity will then be determined using endbearing and not
skin friction. This is due to the concern that the soil may not be strong enough to
hold the pile while underground.
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Another fact that was observed was that both the Soil Investigations hit rock
at around the same value which is around 11 meters below ground level. This would
probably mean that the rock level around that area is almost the same and that






Graph 4.3 & 4.4: RQD plot for BH2-03-03 and BH2-03-04
From the results that are from graphs 4.3 and 4.4, it is observed that the rock
layers below the weak soil layer are quite strong in the sense that the Rock Quality
Designation for the rocks range from values from 10% to 90%. What is comforting
about this fact that even though there are low RQD values, when the rocklayer is at
around 16-20 meters beneath ground level it is observed that the RQD values will
increase to values ranging from 70% to 90%.
With these high RQD values, the consultant in this project which is VE
consult has decided to sit the piles within the rock layer as the socket length. End
bearing would be the only consideration in this case and all skin friction will be
neglected.
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Graph 4.5 & 4.6: SPT Plot for BH2-03-14 and BH2-03-18
For the whole process of the project, every Soil Investigation point has
managed to hit rock at a certain value andthat the Rock Quality Designation values
have all been quite acceptable. But there are also cases that are rare where the Soil
Investigation does not encounter rock even though it has gone down to the depth of
60meters. This particular situation occurs onBoreholes number 14and 18.
As a solution towards this problem, the consultants have decided to redesign
the piles which were originally allocated for that area. It is decided that the original
pile bearing capacity will be lowered from 4500 kN to 3750 kN and that instead of4
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4.2 Results of Analysis on Maintained Load Test Results
Table 4.1 gives the result for the 900mm Maintained Load Test. Through the
results it is seen that the maximum settlement when sustaining 2 times working load is
13.695mm while the residual settlement after releasing the load is 4.385mm. The pile in
this case in sustained under the Maintained Load Test of only 1 stage instead of the
normal 2 stage scenario.
Fromthe results, it is observed that the pile designed in this case did not fail as the
guidelines state that the maximum settlement which can be achieved during two times
working load should not exceed 32mm and the residual settlement should not exceed
6mm. Even though in the end the load test results were still acceptable but in the future
more attention should be taken during the designation of the piles and higher factor of
safeties should be implied.
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Graph 4.7: Four Point Graph showing relationships between Load, Settlement and
Time
Graph 4.4 is a four pointgraph which clearly states the relationship between Load
versus Time, Load versus Load, Load versus Settlement and Settlement versus Time.
This is a graph which has been plotted according to the results obtained from the
Maintained Load Test for the 900mm pile. The results obtained will be used in the
analysis of Davisson's Criterion.
4.3 Discussion on the Comparison of Pile Bearing Capacity's by different methods
The piles that are supposed to be designed in Batu Village are divided into three
different sizes and four different criterias are which are the 800mm, 900mm and the
1200mm pile sizes. There will be two designs for the 900mm piles which are type 1 and
type 2 piles respectively. With different sizes being allocated, it is believed that different
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working loads should be allocated to different piles and with respect to that, a table is
constructed below for easy reading.
Pile Diameter(mm) Working Load required(kN)
800 3000
900 Type 1 3750
900 Type 2 4500
1200 7500
Table 4.2: Relationship between Pile diameter and Working Load
For 900mmbored pile, Adopt Working Load of 4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 1
SI Based = BH2-03-02
Based on VE Consult's Calculations














1.5 1.5 0 6 0.3 1272 1272 848
1.5 3.0 0 6 0.3 1272 2545 1696
1.5 4.5 0 6 0.3 1272 3817 2545
1.5 6.0 0 6 0.3 " 1272 5089 3393
1.5 7.5 0 6 0.3 1272 6362 4241
0.7 8.2 0 6 0.3 594 6955 4637
1.6 9.8 CAVITY
1.5 11.3 29 10 0.5 2121 9076 6051
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 8.2m
Additional socket length due to cavity = 1.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation
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1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 1166.32 0 1166.32
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 2332.64 0 2332.64
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 3498.96 0 3498.96
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 4665.28 0 4665.28
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 0 300 1273 1273 636
1.5 3.0 0 300 1273 2545 1273
1.5 4.5 0 300 1273 3818 1909
1.5 6.0 0 300 1273 5090 2545
1.5 7.5 0 300 1273 6363 3182
0.7 8.2 0 300 594 6956 3478
1.6 9.8 CAVITY
1.5 11.3 29 600 2545 9501 4751
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 11.3m
From the calculations in Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.3, it is found that Gue's calculation
is the most conservative among all three calculation methods. Bauer's calculations would
reduce the socket lengthneeded dramatically. But even so, from in-situ results it is found
that VE consult actually provide more accurate calculations so even though using Bauer's
methodmay save the company lots of money by reducing the socket length dramatically,
it could also increase the chances where the working load designed for the piles are not
enough and may cause the bridge that is being designed to collapse.
One of the reasons to why the results of the calculations provide so much contrast
to each other may be the fact that Bauer's Calculation is more dependant to rock quality
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designation. As stated in the Literature Review, for Bauer's case as the rock quality
designation reaches 50% or more, the rock end bearing value which is being assigned is a
very high value and this differs from VE and Bauer as they do not consider rock end
bearing in their calculation.
The fact of Bauer has no Factor of Safetycannotbe used as a valid argument as in
the standard of design of piles, every design formula must usea factor of safety of at least
2. Therefore it should be safe to say that Bauer is not as dangerous as what the
calculations state.
Therefore even though Bauer's calculation mayprove to be beneficial by cutting
the overall project cost and the total time needed, it is advised to incorporate VEConsults
method as it would be less conservative if comparedto Gue's Method but safer compared
to Bauer's method.
The full calculations of each method will be attached in the Appendix B section
where a proper table of all values will be constructed.
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4.4 Results of Analysis on Davisson's Criterion Graphs and the relationship between
Ultimate Bearing Capacity and Theoretical Bearing Capacity
Graph of Applied Loadversus Settlement (900mm)
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Graph 4.8: Graph of Applied Load versus Settlement (900mm Pile)
From Graph 4.5, it is found out that the intersection point between the Load Cycle
and the Davisson's Criterion is 17523.81kN. This means that the Ultimate Bearing
CapacityPu is 17523.81kN for this test pile.
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GraphofApplied load versusSettlement (1200mm)
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Graph 4.9: Graph of Applied Load versus Settlement (1200mm Pile)
From Graph 4.6 it is found out that the intersection pointbetween the Load Cycle
and the Davisson's Criterion is 44761.9kN. This means that the Ultimate Bearing
Capacity Pu is 44761.9kN for this test pile.
The Ultimate Bearing Capacity which is designed for the 900mm pile is 9000kN
whereas for the 1200mm pile it is 15000kN. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the piles
had actually beenover designed as theUltimate Bearing Capacity which canbe sustained
by both piles are found to be at least 2 times higher than the required working load. A
suggestion can be made here to reconsider the pile socket length to be reduced as extra
socket length would mean wastage of time and resources.
With these two Ultimate Bearing Capacities, a graph showing the relationship
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Graph 4.10: Graph of Theoretical Bearing Capacity versus Ultimate Bearing
Capacity
From Graph 4.7, it is seen that both the piles designed after being tested do
exceed the Ultimate Bearing Capacity which can be sustained by it. All three companies
have achieved a linear line which means that whenever the Ultimate Bearing Capacity
increases so does the Theoretical Bearing Capacity.
From the relationship shown, it is observed that Bauer is better in assuming the
theoretical Bearing Capacity as they achieve a higher value as compared to the other
companies. But this maybe due to the fact that Gue and VE do notconsider much of the
rock end bearing in their calculations.
In a nutshell, when doing a comparison between all three methods, it would be
advisable to use Bauer's method as it is more feasible in this case due to the fact that it
needs a lesser amount of socket length required. This will greatly decrease the project
budget as well as the time consumption. While doing so, Bauer still provides a higher
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Bearing Capacity than both the other companies. Therefore, it would be encouraged to





For the conclusion, the methodology which is used in this project can support the
objectives in the project which are to compare various method of bearing capacity
determination (analytical method, numerical method and pile load test) as well as to back
calculate soil parameters based on pile load test results.
From the results in the methodology, it is found that the VE Consults calculation
is more feasible in the longrun and shouldbe used as it considersthat the bearing
capacitymay have wrong assumptions and an appropriate Factor of Safety is used to
balance this irregularity andprovide safety to the bridge thatwill be constructed. VE also
provides the optimum calculationresults as comparedto the other companies.
But from results which are obtained from Graph 4.10, Bauer's method would
proveto be more economical as it helps save time as well as socket length required while
providing a higher BearingCapacitywhile comparing to the other companies.
Therefore, in conclusion Bauer's method should be recommended to other
construction companies in the future if they want to save cost and time. But if safety
issues are the major concern then VE's method should be made as first priority.
Further conclusions regarding on the matter of the Plaxis Analysis are not
available due to a computer glitch and thus erasing all data concerned but this project is
advised to be continued for further research in order to obtain the necessary objectives.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
For this project, a few items can be highlighted to ensure that theproject is able to
achieve the maximum potential at the leastcostandmanpower possible.
The first itemto be revised is to try anduse Bauer's calculation while calculating
thebearing capacity for each pile. As seen from the results obtained for the Davisson's
Criterion, the piles areover designed to at least2 times the required working load,
therefore prompting the question where the design method mayhave beenover
conservative. If a proper revision is made, thenthe company maysave millions from the
unnecessary wastage.
The second itemthat is to be highlighted would be to do more SoilInvestigations
as well as lab work for the soil. This would enable the designers to get a better idea of the
soil situation on site and therefore save more costs while designing the piles. It is also
helpful to those who are trying todo research onthe project as more parameters would be
better in determining the factors that are the most critical.
The third recommendation would be to ask students in the future to look into this
topic as further research canbe done towards this topic to find outwhich are the
parameters which affect the designation of the piles the most.
The fourth recommendation would be to utilise more methods to obtain the
Ultimate Bearing Capacity of thepiles. Further research hasto be done on the Ultimate
Bearing Capacity. If thatis done then, there would be a range ofUltimate Bearing
Capacities andthiswould give the consultants or researchers a better ideaof theUltimate
Bearing Capacity which can be obtained.
And lastly therecommendation for the lack ofbackanalysis results for theproject
wouldbe to do more pile load tests and in the best case to load thepile until failure. By
doing so, theultimate bearing capacity of thepilewhen failed as well as themaximum
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soil parameters can be obtained and this would be the first guideline towards back
calculating the soil parameters.
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Geotechnical Capacity of Bored Pile
For 800mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 3000kN
Location = Bam Village
Pier = Abutmen A
SI Based-BH2-03-01
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 67 20 1 3770 3770 2513
1.0 2.5 76 20 1 2513 6283 4189
0.5 3.0 76 20 1 1257 7540 5027
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 2.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



























Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 0.5m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 67 600 2262 2262 1131
1.5 3.0 76 1000 3769 6031 3016
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 3.0m
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For 900mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 1
SI Based = BH2-03-02
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 0 6 0.3 1272 1272 848
1.5 3.0 0 6 0.3 1272 2545 1696
1.5 4.5 0 6 0.3 1272 3817 2545
1.5 6.0 0 6 0.3 1272 5089 3393
1.5 7.5 0 6 0.3 1272 6362 4241
0.7 8.2 0 6 0.3 594 6955 4637
1.6 9.8 CAVITY
1.5 11.3 29 10 0.5 2121 9076 6051
Minimumrequiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 8.2m
Additional socket length due to cavity ~ 1.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 1166.32 0 1166.32
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 2332.64 0 2332.64
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 3498.96 0 3498.96
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 4665.28 0 4665.28
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 0 300 1273 1273 636
1.5 3.0 0 300 1273 2545 1273
1.5 4.5 0 300 1273 3818 1909
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1.5 6.0 0 300 1273 5090 2545
1.5 7.5 0 300 1273 6363 3182
0.7 8.2 0 300 594 6956 3478
1.6 9.8 CAVITY
1.5 11.3 29 600 2545 9501 4751
Minimum requiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 11.3m
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For900mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 2
SI Based - BH2-03-03
Based on VE Consult's Calculations














1.5 1.5 27 10 0.5 2121 2121 1414
1.5 3.0 23 10 0.5 2121 4241 2827
1.5 4.5 16 10 0.5 2121 6362 4241
0.5 5.0 10 10 0.5 707 7069 4712
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 5.0m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 27 500 3000 2120.58 2120.58 1908.52 4029.10
1.5 N/A 23 300 10% of
WL
1272.35 3392.93 450 3842.93
1.0 N/A 16 300 10% of
WL
848.23 4241.19 450 4691.19
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 4.5m
Based on Gue's Calculation














1.5 1.5 27 600 2545 2545 1273
1.5 3.0 23 300 1273 3818 1909
1.5 4.5 16 300 1273 5090 2545
1.5 6.0 10 300 1273 6363 3182
1.5 7.5 38 600 2545 8908 4454
0.5 8.0 76 1000 1414 10321 5161
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 8.0m
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For 900mmboredpile, AdoptWorkingLoad of 4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 3
SI Based = BH2-03-04
Based on VE Consult's Calculations:


















0.8 0.8 33 i 15 0.75 1696 1696 1131
0.2 1.0 CAVITY
1.5 2.5 56 20 1 4241 5938 3958
0.7 3.2 70 1 20 1 1979 7917 5278
Minimum requiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 3.0m
i
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















0.8 N/A 33 500 3000 1130.97 1130.97 1908.52 3039.49
0.2 N/A CAVITY
0.7 N/A 56 500 5000 989.60 2120.57 3180.86 5301.43
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone ~ 1.5m
Based on Gue's Calculation








Qb2(kN/m2) Qall'(kN) SUMQaiikN Qs/Fs(kN)
0.8 0.8 33 600 1357 1357 679
0.2 1.0 ! CAVITY
1.5 2.5 56 , 600 2545 3902 1951
1.5 4.0 70 600 2545 6446 3223
1.5 5.5 69 600 2545 8991 4496
0.5 6.0 80 i 1000 1414 10404 5202
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0m
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For 1200mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 7500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 4
SI Based = BH2-03-05
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.0 1.0 0 6 0.3 1131 1131 754
0.8 1.8 CAVITY
1.5 3.3 38 15 0.75 4241 5372 3581
0.3 3.6 0 6 0.3 339 5711 3808
1.4 5.0 CAVITY
1.5 6.5 20 10 0.5 2827 8539 5693
1.5 8.0 7 6 0.3 1696 10235 6824
0.7 8.7 28 10 0.5 1319 11555 7703
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 6.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.0 N/A 0 275 0 1036.73 1036.73 0 1036.73
0.8 N/A CAVITY
1.5 N/A 38 500 3000 2827.43 3864.16 3392.92 7257.08
0.3 N/A 0 275 0 311.02 4175.18 0 4175.18
1.4 N/A CAVITY
1.5 N/A 20 300 10% of
WL
1696.46 5871.64 750 6621.64
1.2 N/A 7 300 10% of
WL
1357.17 7228.81 750 7978.81
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 5.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation
Table 15: Bearing Capacity calculations based on Gue




Length (m) (%) (kN/m') (kN) QaiikN (kN)
1.0 1.0 0 300 1131 1131 566
0.8 1.8 CAVITY
1.5 3.3 38 600 3393 4524 2262
0.3 3.6 0 300 339 4863 2432
1.4 5.0 CAVITY
1.5 6.5 20 300 1697 6560 3280
1.5 8.0 7 300 1697 8257 4128
1.5 9.5 28 600 3393 11650 5825
1.5 11.0 28 600 3393 15083 7542
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 11.0m
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For 1200mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 7500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 5
SI Based = BH2-03-06
Based on VE Consult's Calculations

















1.5 1.5 33 15 0.75 4241 4241 2827
1.5 3.0 29 10 0.5 2827 7069 4712
1.5 4.5 8 6 0.3 1696 8765 5843
1.0 5.5 54 20 1 3770 12535 8357
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone -5.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 33 500 3000 2827.43 2827.43 3392.92 6220.35
1.0 N/A 29 500 3000 1884.96 4712.39 3392.92 8105.31
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 2.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 33 600 3393 3393 1696
1.5 3.0 29 600 3393 6785 3393
1.5 4.5 8 300 1697 8482 4241
1.5 6.0 54 600 3393 11874 5937
1.5 7.5 38 600 3393 15267 7634
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 7.5m
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For 1200mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 7500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 6
SI Based = BH2-03-07
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 18 10 0.5 2827 2827 1884
1.5 3.0 0 6 0.3 1696 4523 3015
1.5 4.5 25 10 0.5 2827 7350 4900
1.5 6.0 0 6 0.3 1696 9046 6030
1.5 7.5 20 10 0.5 2827 11873 7915
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 7.5 m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 18 300 10% of
WL
1696.46 1696.46 750 2446.46
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1555.09 3251.55 0 3251.55
0.5 N/A 25 500 3000 942.48 4194.03 3392.92 7586.95
Minimumrequiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 3.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation













1.5 1.5 18 300 1697 1697 849
1.5 3.0 0 300 1697 3393 1697
1.5 4.5 25 600 3393 6786 3393
1.5 6.0 0 300 1697 8483 4242
1.5 7.5 20 300 1697 10180 5090
1.5 9.0 43 600 3393 13573 6787
1.5 10.5 0 300 1697 15270 7635
60
Minimum requiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 10.5m
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For 1200mm boredpile, AdoptWorkingLoad of 7500kN
Location ~ Batu Village
Pier = Pier 7
SI Based = BH2-03-08
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 50 20 1 5654 5654 3769
1.5 3.0 50 20 1 5654 11308 7538
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 3.0m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 50 500 3000 2827.43 2827.43 3392.92 6220.35
1.0 N/A 50 500 3000 1884.96 4712.39 3392.92 8105.31
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 2.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 50 600 3393 3393 1697
1.5 3.0 50 600 3393 6785 3393
1.5 4.5 51 600 3393 10179 5090
1.5 6.0 60 600 3393 13572 6786
1.0 7.0 63 600 2262 15833 7917
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 7.0m
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For 900mm Type 1boredpile, Adopt Working Loadof 3750 kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 8 LHS
SI Based = BH2-03-09
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 61 20 1 4241 4241 2827
1.0 3.0 26 10 0.5 1414 5655 3770
Minimumrequiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 2.5 m
Based on Bauer's Calculation





















0.5 N/A 61 500 5000 706.86 706.86 3180.86 3887.72
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 0.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 61 600 2545 2545 1273
1.5 3.0 26 600 2545 5090 2545
1.5 4.5 CAVITY
1.5 6.0 47 600 2545 7635 3818
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0m
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For 900mm Type 1boredpile, Adopt Working Loadof 3750 kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 8 RHS
SI Based = BH2-03-10
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 8 6 0.3 1272 1272 848
1.5 3.0 0 6 0.3 1272 2544 1696
1.5 4.5 13 10 0.5 2120 4664 3109
1.5 6.0 0 6 0.3 1272 5936 3957
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 8 300 10% of
WL
1272.35 1272.35 450 1722.35
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 2438.67 0 2438.67
1.5 N/A 13 300 10% of
WL
1272.35 3711.02 450 4161.02
Minimum required cumulative socket lengthin limestone = 4.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation













1.5 1.5 8 300 1273 1273 636
1.5 3.0 0 300 1273 2545 1273
1.5 4.5 13 300 1273 3818 1909
1.5 6.0 0 300 1273 5090 2545
1.5 7.5 14 300 1273 6363 3182
1.0 8.5 28 600 1696 8059 4030
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 8.5m
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For 900mm Type 2 boredpile, Adopt Working Loadof 4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 9*
SI Based = BH2-03-ll
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 24 10 0.5 2120 2120 1414
1.5 3.0 13 10 0.5 2120 4241 2828
1.5 4.5 46 15 0.75 3180 7421 4947
Minimum required cumulative socket lengthin limestone = 4.5 m
Based on Bauer's Calculation





















1.5 N/A 24 300 10% of
WL
1272.35 1272.35 450 1722.35
1.5 N/A 13 300 10% of
WL
1272.35 2544.7 450 2994.7
0.5 N/A 46 500 3000 706.86 3251.56 1908.52 5160.08
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 3.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation












1.5 1.5 24 300 1273 1273 636
1.5 3.0 13 300 1273 2545 1273
1.5 4.5 46 600 2545 5090 2545
1.5 6.0 18 300 1273 6363 3182
1.5 7.5 0 300 1273 7636 3818
1.0 8.5 25 600 1696 9332 4666
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 8.5m
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*Even though there is only one Pier 9 due to the changes in design that were updated
onthe 4th of October 2007, there were originally two Si's done for the Pier 9 position.
Therefore design ofpile bearing capacity will depend on on-site conditions and
assumptions to be made in whichever SI case which is more critical.
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For900mm Type 2 bored pile, Adopt Working Load of4500kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Pier 9*
SI Based = BH2-03-12
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 0 6 0.3 1272 1272 848
1.5 3.0 0 6 0.3 1272 2544 1696
2.0 5.0 CAVITY
1.5 6.5 0 6 0.3 1272 3816 2544
1.5 8.0 0 6 0.3 1272 5088 3392
1.5 9.5 0 6 0.3 1272 6360 4240
0.5 10.0 13 10 0.5 706 7066 4711
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 10.0 m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 1166.32 0 1166.32
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 2332.64 0 2332.64
2.0 N/A CAVITY
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 3498.96 0 3498.96
1.5 N/A 0 275 0 1166.32 4665.28 0 4665.28
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 6.0 m
Based on Gue's Calculation












1.5 1.5 0 300 1273 1273 636
1.5 3.0 0 300 1273 2545 1273
2.0 5.0 CAVITY
1.5 6.5 0 300 1273 3818 1909
1.5 8.0 0 300 1273 5090 2545
67
1.5 9.5 0 300 1273 6363 3182
1.5 11.0 13 300 1273 7635 3818
1.5 12.5 10 300 1273 8908 4454
0.5 13.0 30 600 848 9756 4878
Minimum requiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 13.0m
*Even though there is only one Pier 9 due to the changes in design that were updated
on the 4* of October 2007, there were originally two Si's done for thePier9 position.
Therefore design ofpilebearing capacity willdepend on on-site conditions and
assumptions tobe made in whichever SIcase which is more critical.
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For 900mmType 2 bored pile, AdoptWorkingLoad of 4500kN
Location = Bam Village
Pier = Pier 10**
SI Based-BH2-03-13
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 74 20 1.0 4241 4241 2827
1.5 3.0 48 15 0.75 3180 7421 4947
Minimumrequiredcumulative socketlength in limestone = 3.0 m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.0 N/A 74 500 5000 1413.72 1413.72 3180.86 4594.58
Minimum requiredcumulative socket length in limestone = 1.0m
Based on Gue's Calculation
















1.5 1.5 74 1000 4241 4241 2121
1.5 3.0 48 600 2545 6786 3393
1.0 4.0 84 1000 2827 9613 4807
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 4.0m
**Due to the changes in the construction plans on the 4th ofOctober 2007, the design
for bearingcapacity for Pier 10will dependon the SI results on BH2-03-13 only and
not on BH2-03-14 and BH2-03-18 where both Si's did not encounter rock. Proper
on-site assumptions are to be made.
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For 900mmType 1 bored pile, AdoptWorkingLoad of 3750 kN
Location = Bam Village
Pier = Abutmen B
SI Based = BH-03-03
Based on VE Consult's Calculations
















1.5 1.5 46 15 0.75 3180 3180 2120
1.5 3.0 24 10 0.5 2120 5300 3533
0.5 3.5 23 10 0.5 706 6006 4004
Minimum required cumulative socket lengthin limestone = 3.5m
Based on Bauer's Calculation



















1.5 N/A 46 500 3000 2120.58 2120.58 1908.52 4029.1
Minimum required cumulative socket length in limestone = 1.5 m
Based on Gue's Calculation













1.5 1.5 46 600 2545 2545 1273
1.5 3.0 24 300 1273 3818 1909
1.5 4.5 23 300 1273 5090 2545
1.0 5.5 30 600 1696 6786 3393
0.7 6.2 CAVITY
1.0 7.2 27 600 1696 8482 4241




Sample of calculations for in-situ Bored Piles located in Batu Village
For 800mm bored pile, Adopt Working Load of 3000kN
Location = Batu Village
Pier = Abutmen A
SI Based = BH2-03-01





Fs= Factor of safety for skin friction
= 1.5
Qs= Shaft friction resistance
qu = Unconfined compressive strength of rockor concrete whichever is lower
Table 43: Unconfined compressive strength of rock





From 0 to 1.5 meters of socket length,
20
= 3.142 * 800 mm * 20 N/mm2 * 1.5 m * 1000mm * 1 kN





From 1.5 to 2.5 meters of socket length,
= nPquL
^s 20
= 3.142 * 800 mm * 20 N/mm2 * 1.0 m * 1000mm * 1 kN






Qbaii = 2513+ 1675
= 4188 kN> 3000 kN
Therefore, socket length of 2.5 meters is sufficient.
Based on Bauer's Method
Qaa^qsM +qbAb
=£^.(2;zrI)+tf£U>2)
Qaii = designallowable pile workingload
qs = allowable skin friction (kN/m )
As = area ofshaft under consideration (m2)
Ab = cross sectional area ofpile (m )
L = pile length under consideration (m)
qb = Allowable baseresistance or endbearing (kN/m )
Qall*J]qs.As +qb.Ab
=^qs.(2m-L) +qb.(nr2)
=500 kN/m2 *(2* 3.142 *0.4m *0.5m) +3000 kN/m2 *(3.142 *(0.4* 0.4)
m2)
= 628.32 kN +2513.27 kN
= 3141.59 kN> 3000 kN
Therefore, socket length of 0.5 meters is sufficient.





Qaii = design allowable pile working load
qb = Allowable base resistance (kPa)
Ab =cross sectional area ofpile (m2)
Fs = Factor of Safety
= 2
For 0 to 1.5 meters of socket length,
75




= 600 kN/m2 * (2*3.142*0.4m) * 1.5m
2
= 1131.12kN
For 1.5 to 3.0 meters of socket length,
qb.AsL
a.=I




= 3016.32 kN> 3000 kN




Sample of Calculations for Davisson's Criterion
PL
Offset value = x +
AE
Where,
Settlement, x = 4 + , mm
120
B = pile diameter, mm
P = Load, kN
L = Length ofpile, m
A=Cross Sectional area ofpile, m2
E —Modulus of Elasticity ofpile
Api!e+(As[eel*BarNos)
Econcrete= Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete
=4700JZ
fcu = Characteristic Strength of Concrete ,N/mm
Apiie =Cross Sectional Area ofPile, m2
Esteei= Modulus of Elasticity of Steel, MPa
Asteei= Cross Sectional Area of Steel Bars, m2
Based on results from Maintained Load Test 1 at Pile No. Bridge 3-P2-PL3,
Pile Length, L = 21.5m
Pile Diameter, B = 900mm
Load, P - 9000kN






= 4 + 7.5
= 11.5mm

















Offset value = x +
AE
9000kN(21.5m)
= 11.5mm + 77 t\0.636172512m2(28772442.07£/V/m2)
= 11.5mm + 0.010571323m



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Four PointGraph for Maintained Load Test on 900mm Test Pile














Four Point Graph for Maintained Load Test on 1200mm Test Pile
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